Dosbarth Moel Eilio Tymor y Gaeaf (1) 2021
Our theme in Years 1 and 2 for this half term is "Ourselves".
Together with the children we have been discussing what
aspect of the theme they would like to
learn about.
Language, Literacy and
Communication
* Who lives in their home?
* Write a questionnaire about
the past to a member of the
family?
* Write a portrait about a
member of the family.
* Follow Pinocchio’s
adventures.
*Help Geppetto to find
Pinocchio by creating a poster
(adjectives)

Humanities
* Learn about toys from the
past through discussions with
family members.
* Compare modern toys with
toys from the past – set up a
teddy museum.
* Make a family tree /
timeline.
* Learn about traditional toys
from around the world.

Mathematics and Numeracy
* Collect data regarding
emotions.
*Number facts based on
family members’ age.
* Birth year dates (Place
Value)
*Handling data regarding
family members.
* Measure based on
Pinocchio’s nose
*Big Maths Scheme

Science and
Technology
* Give directions to the
Beebot
*Forces – investigate
movement of different toys
*Re-create Pinocchio’s
adventures on Puppet Pals.

Expressive Arts
* Explore emotions and art
through music
* Design and paint their own
colour monster (Anghenfil
Lliwgar)
*Design a way to rescue ‘Old
Teddy’ (Hen Dedi) from the
attic.
*Design and create a puppet.

Health and Welfare
* ‘Anghenfil Lliwgar’ story –
discuss emotions linked to
different situations.
* Play traditional school
playtime games.
* Discuss Pinocchio’s moral
decisions – importance of
being honest, brave, and
respectful.

To assist your child to take part in all tasks regarding their family, please could
you provide your family members names, position in family, and birth year (up
to grandparents or great grandparents or any significant member of your
family) by or before Friday 17/09/21
Thank You for your continued support
Mrs Jones and Anti Carol

